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*****.This little book is the outgrowth of a conviction,
strengthened by some years of experience with hundreds of
supposedly normal young people in schools and colleges,
confirmed by my years of training in a neurological hospital
and months of work in a big city general hospital, that it is of
little value to help some people back to physical health if they
are to carry with them through a prolonged life the miseries of
a sick attitude. As nurses I believe it is our privilege and our
duty to work for health of body and health of mind as
inseparable. Experience has proved that too often the
physically ill patient (hitherto nervously well) returns from
hospital care addicted to the illness-accepting attitude for
which the nurse must be held responsible. I conceive of it as
possible that every well trained nurse in our country shall
consider it an essential to her professional success to leave her
patient imbued with the will to health and better equipped to
attain it because the sick attitude has been...
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Absolutely essential study pdf. It is writter in basic words and phrases rather than hard to understand. I am just happy
to tell you that this is basically the finest pdf i actually have study during my personal lifestyle and can be he very best
publication for actually.
-- Shya nne Seng er-- Shya nne Seng er

Comprehensive information! Its this sort of great go through. It really is rally interesting throgh studying time. I am just
quickly can get a satisfaction of looking at a created pdf.
-- Alexa ndr a  Weissna t-- Alexa ndr a  Weissna t
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